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welcome
Thank you for purchasing the MEAP edition of Deep Learning for Search.
The recent success of deep learning to solve computer vision and natural language
processing tasks has been impressive, and we are seeing deep neural networks being applied
more and more in different contexts with beautiful results. One of those contexts is search
engines, often are our primary interface with computers through web search or e-commerce.
In this book I teach how to apply deep learning techniques to help users turn data into
knowledge more effectively in search engines.
When I first started experimenting on neural networks back in 2011 it was "just" a
fascinating journey into trying to understand something that looked magical. Studying,
learning, and taking on challenges was so engaging that, after a while, I decided to try to test
those techniques to solve real problems with search engines in my professional life. It turned
out the results were very good and very interesting. So I decided to share what I've learned
in the hope that my excitement for this topic reaches you. And, most important, I want this
book to make the lives of your search engine's users better!
The book is divided into three parts. Part 1 guides you through the fundamentals of
search and deep learning, so if you have never read anything about neural networks or
search engines, these chapters should give you enough introduction to handle the more
advanced stuff later in the book. Part 2 dives into typical search tasks, such as relevance,
which can be improved immensely with the use of deep neural networks. In part 3, we'll
solve more advanced problems, like searching through images or translating user queries
with the help of deep learning.
Please let me know your thoughts on what's been written so far and what you'd like to see
in the rest of the book. I'm not a native English speaker (I'm Italian by the way) so my
sentences are not perfect yet—but they will be! Your feedback will be invaluable and
greatly appreciated as I continue to write and improve Deep Learning for Search.
Thanks again for your interest and for purchasing the MEAP!
—Tommaso Teofili
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1

Neural search

Suppose you want to learn something about the latest research breakthroughs in
artificial intelligence; what do you usually do to find it? How much time and work would
it take to get the information that you are looking for? If we were in a (huge) library we
could ask the librarian what books exist on the topic and he/she would probably point us
to a few books he/she knows from various shelves. Ideally, the librarian would suggest
particular chapters we should browse from each book. That sounds easy enough.
However, the librarian generally comes from a different context than you do, meaning
you and the librarian may have different opinions of what’s significant or not. The library
itself could have books in various languages, or the librarian himself could be speaking a
different language. His/her information about the topic could be outdated, given that
latest is a fairly relative point in time, and you don’t know when the librarian last read
anything about artificial intelligence, or if the library regularly receives publications in
the field. Additionally he/she may not understand your inquiry properly. The librarian
may think you’re talking about intelligence from the psychology perspective 1) requiring
a few iterations back and forth before you understand one another and get to the pieces of
information you need. Then, after all this, you could discover the library doesn’t have the
book you need, or the information may be spread among several books and you need to
read them all. Exhausting!
Footnote 1mthis happened to me in real life

Unless you’re a librarian yourself, that’s what often happens nowadays when you
search for something on the Internet too. Although we can think of the Internet as a
single huge library, there are actually many different librarians out there to help you find
the information you need: the search engines. Some search engines are experts in certain
topics, some know only a subset of a library, or even just a single book. Now imagine
that someone, let’s call him Robbie, who already knows enough information about both
the library and its visitors, could help you communicate with the librarian in order to
better find what you’re looking for. That would surely help you get to your answers
faster. Robbie could help the librarian understand a visitor’s inquiry by providing
additional context, e.g. Robbie knows what the visitor usually reads about and skips all
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books about psychology. Also, having read a lot of the books in the library, Robbie could
have a better insight into what’s more important in the field of artificial intelligence. It’d
be nice if we could have such "advisors" like Robbie to help search engines work better
and users get more useful information faster.
This book is about making use of the techniques from a machine learning field called
deep learning in order to build models and algorithms that can influence the behavior of
search engines, to make them more effective. Deep learning algorithms will play the role
of Robbie, helping out the search engine to provide better search experience and more
precise answers to the end users.

Figure 1.1 Artificial intelligence, machine learning, deep learning

You are not expected to know what deep learning is or how it generally works at this
point; we’ll get to know it by looking into some specific algorithms one by one as they
become useful for solving particular types of search problems. For now we’ll just
mention that deep learning is a field of machine learning where computers are capable of
learning to represent and recognize "things" incrementally, by using "deep" neural
networks, deep refers to the fact that such networks are deep because they have possibly
many hidden layers.
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Figure 1.2 A deep feed forward neural network with 2 hidden layers

So DL is a subfield of machine learning, which is part of the broader area of artificial
intelligence. But what is machine learning?
Machine learning is an automated approach to solving problems based on algorithms
that can learn optimal solutions from both data and experience. During a training (or
learning) phase, a ML algorithm looks at the data in order to find recurring patterns or
learn what is a good solution for a certain input. Once training has completed, what the
algorithm has learned is used on unseen data (from similar or the same domain), to
perform accurate predictions. In practice this means that we have machines that can learn
to perform predictions on certain tasks based on what they’ve been trained for; for
example a machine learning algorithm can learn to predict stock market prices based on
previous stock market fluctuations data. We can ìprovide data about previous stock
market prices along time for one or more categories of goods and then ask the machine
learning algorithm how it predicts such market will behave in the short term.
Machine learning can be divided into supervised and unsupervised learning. In the
former, a set of training data (or experience) of the form input correct output is given to
the learning algorithm. On the other hand, in unsupervised learning, the algorithm just
looks at the raw data (with no information about any expected output) and extracts useful
patterns and data representations. Supervised and unsupervised methods can be used to
solve either the same problem or different problems, however in both cases you first need
to define the problem you want to tackle and what you expect your machine learning
method to use to solve it. Let’s take the stock market prediction example, we may be
interested in predicting the price of the stock from a certain company given the previous
stock price history of the same company and the price of competitors' stocks. The data
for such task may look like:
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Listing .1 Data for stock price prediction
date
| TSMP |
CSMPs
======================================
2017/06/01 | 150 | 100,120,88,302,10
2017/06/02 | 148 | 120,110,87,308,3

The date column would define the point in time in which stock prices reached the
give values. the TSMP column would contain the value for the Target Stock Market Price
, that is the price of the stock we want to predict (for a specific target company), the
CSMPs column would contain stock prices of other companies identified as competitors.
We could use such data in many different ways: for example we could use the
competitors prices and the date as input and the target company stock market price as the
desired output, setting a supervised learning task, with the goal of learning to predict the
stock prices of a certain company. In real life such a tool could be used to decide when to
buy or sell stocks from that particular company.
Alternatively if we have stock prices per company in a table like the one below we
could instead use an unsupervised machine learning algorithms to predict which
companies have similar trends.
Listing .2 Per company stock prices
date
| FOO | BAR | LOR | EMI | PSU | MSI
===============================================
2017/06/01 | 150 | 100 | 120 | 88 | 302 | 10
2017/06/02 | 148 | 120 | 110 | 87 | 308 | 3

In such scenario, we would not be using any of the values as the desired "target"
output, all of them will be just used as inputs to a learning algorithm. In real life having
such information could be useful to group together similar companies by their stock
fluctuations, this for example could be useful to see whether your company fluctuate
together with wealthy companies or more with troubled ones …
In both supervised and unsupervised scenarios the output of the training phase is a
model: you can think it as the artifact that captures what the algorithm has learned and is
then used to perform predictions, like a magic black box.
Such black boxes are not magic, what looks surprising is how good the results can be
when using them. Machine learning can help solve a lot of problems, like learning to
predict stock prices, classify emails as spam or not, grouping similar objects (text,
images) together, recognize speech and many others. Until early 2000s several different
techniques were in order to achieve good results when trying to solve such tasks, until
deep learning became mainstream not just in research labs of universities, but also in the
industry. The reason for the success of DL is that a lot of machine learning problems got
better solved with deep learning, in practice this means better spam filters, more accurate
image search, etc.
Deep learning algorithms are based on the usage of deep artificial neural networks
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(ANNs), a set of computational approaches inspired by the way the brain is organized
into graphs of neurons (although the brain is much more complex than an artificial neural
network).

Figure 1.3 An artificial neuron (green) with 3 inputs and 1 output

We will get to know how this neural networks are composed, how they work and how
they can be used in practice throughout the book, in the context of search engines.
Because of that we call Neural Search the field where search problems are solved with
the help of deep artificial neural networks.
SIDEBAR

Neural search
The term neural search is a less academic form of the term neural
information retrieval which first appeared during a research workshop at
SIGIR 2016 conference 2 focused on applying deep neural networks to the
field of information retrieval.
Footnote 2mwww.microsoft.com/en-us/research/event/neuir2016/

You might be wondering why we need neural search: after all, we already have some
very good search engines on the web, and we often manage to find what we need. So
what’s the value proposition of neural search ?
Deep neural networks are very good at :
providing a representation of textual data that captures word and document semantics,
allowing a machine to say which words and documents are semantically similar
generating text that is meaningful in a certain context, that is useful, for example, for
creating chatbots
providing a representation of images that doesn’t simply pertain to the pixels but rather to
their composing objects; this allows you to build very efficient face / object recognition
systems
performing machine translation efficiently
much more: under certain assumptions, they can approximate any function, this means
that the there’s no theoretical limit to what kind of tasks deep neural networks can
achieve
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Now this might sound a bit abstract, so let’s look at how these capabilities turn out to
be useful for you as a search engineer and / or as a user. If you have ever used a web
search engine, think of the major struggle points when searching, most likely the you’ll
be thinking things like:
I didn’t get good results: I found somewhat related documents but not the one I was
looking for
It took me too much time to find the information I was looking for (and then I gave up)
I had to read through some of the provided results before getting a good understanding of
the topic I wanted to learn about
I was looking for a content in my native language, but I could find good search results
only in English
I was looking for a certain image I had once seen on a website, but I couldn’t find it
anymore

Such problems are quite common and various different solutions exist to mitigate
each one of them. But the exciting thing is that deep neural networks, if tailored properly,
can help in all of these cases.

1.1 What deep learning can do for search
With the help of deep learning algorithms the search engine will be able to:
provide more relevant results to its end users, so that the users will be more satisfied by
the results' quality
search through binary contents like images the same way we search over text; think of
this as being able to search for an image with the phrase "picture of a leopard hunting an
impala" (and you’re not Google)
serve content to users speaking in different languages, allowing more users to access the
data in the search system
generally become more sensitive to the data it serves, that means less chance to have
queries which give no results

If you’ve ever worked on designing, implementing or configuring a search engine,
you will have surely faced the problem of having a solution that adapts to your data; deep
learning will help a lot in providing solutions to these problems that are accurately based
on the data, not on fixed rules or algorithms.
The quality of search results is crucial for end users, there’s one single thing a search
engine should do very well, that would be finding out which of the possibly matching
search results would be most useful for a specific user’s information need. Well-ranked
search results allow users to find the important results easier and faster; that’s why we
put a lot of emphasis on the topic of relevant results. In real life this can make a huge
difference, in fact according to a article published on Forbes magazie "By providing
better search results, Netflix estimates that it is avoiding canceled subscriptions that
would reduce its revenue by $1B annually." 3
Footnote 3m
www.forbes.com/sites/louiscolumbus/2017/07/09/mckinseys-state-of-machine-learning-and-ai-2017/#27fe02c375b6
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Deep neural networks can help by automatically tweaking the end user query under
the hood based on past user queries or based on the search engine contents.
People today are used to work with web search engines to retrieve images. If you
search for "pictures of angry lions" on Google, for instance, you’ll get strongly relevant
images. Before the advent of deep learning, such images had to be decorated with
metadata (data about data) describing their contents before being put into the search
engine. And that metadata usually had to be typed by a human. Deep neural networks can
abstract a representation of an image which captures what’s in there so that no human
intervention is required to put an image description in the search engine.
For scenarios like web search (searching over all the websites over the internet) users
can come from all over the world, so it’s best if they can search in their own native
languages. Additionally, the search engine could pick user profiles and return them
results in their own language even if they search in English; this is a very common
scenario for tech queries, because lots of content is produced in English. A very
interesting application of deep neural networks is called neural machine translation, a set
of techniques that leverage deep neural networks to translate a piece of text from a source
language into another target language.
Also exciting is the possibility of using deep neural networks to let the search engine
generate information instead of "just" retrieving search results 4. You could even
aggregate all the above ideas and build a search engine serving both text and images
seamlessly to users from all over the world which, instead of returning search results,
returns one single piece of text or image you need.
Footnote 4mDeep Learning Relevance: Creating Relevant Information (as opposed to retrieving it), see
arxiv.org/pdf/1606.07660.pdf

The above applications are all examples of what we call neural search, and, as you
can imagine, they have the potential to revolutionize the way we work and use search
engines today.
To take advantage of all the potential of deep neural networks, people interested in
computer science, especially in the fields of natural language processing, computer
vision, informational retrieval, will need to know how such artificial neural networks
work in practice.
The goal of this book is to enable you readers to use deep learning in the context of
search engines by teaching some deep learning algorithms applied to search problems,
even if you’re not going to build the next Google search, you should be able to learn
enough to use DL techniques also within small / medium sized search engines to provide
a better experience to your users.
As you read through the book you’ll learn a lot of deep learning and the required
search fundamentals, so if you’re a search engineer or a programmer willing to learn
neural search, this book is for you.
We’ll run our neural search examples on top of open source software written in Java
with the help of Apache Lucene 5, an information retrieval library, and Deeplearning4j 6,
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a deep learning library. However we’ll focus as much as possible on the principles rather
than on the implementation in order to make sure the techniques explained in this book
can be applied in with different technologies and / or scenarios too. At the time of
writing, Deeplearning4j is a widely used framework for deep learning in the enterprise
communities, it is part of the Eclipse foundation. It also has a good adoption because of
integrations with popular big data frameworks like Apache Spark. Other deep learning
frameworks (a lot!) exist though; for example TensorFlow (from Google) is very popular
among the Python and research communities. Almost every day new tools get invented,
so we decided to focus on a relatively easy-to-use DL framework that can be easily
integrated with Lucene, which is one of the most widely adopted search libraries for the
JVM.
Footnote 5mlucene.apache.org
Footnote 6mdeeplearning4j.org

While planning this book, we decided to present chapters in a kind of ascending level
of difficulty, so each chapter will teach a certain application of neural networks to search
problems, supported by a well-known algorithm. This means that while we’ll try to keep
an eye on the state-of-the-art deep learning algorithms, we’ll also be quietly conscious
that we cannot cover everything. The aim is to provide good baselines that can be easily
extended if a new and better neural network based algorithm comes out next week. Key
things we’ll improve with the help of deep neural networks are: relevance, text
generation, image search, machine translation, document recommendation. Don’t worry
if you know none of them, we’ll introduce such tasks as they exist without any deep
learning technique and then discover when and how DL can help.
We’ll try to provide also some considerations about accuracy and how to measure the
final results when we apply neural search. In fact without numbers constantly
demonstrating what we think is good, we won’t go very far. We need to measure how
good our systems are, with and without our fancy neural nets…
In this first chapter, we’ll have a look at the problems search engines try to solve and,
correspondingly, the most common techniques used. This will allow you to learn the
basics of how text is analyzed, ingested, and retrieved within a search engine, so that
you’ll get to know how queries hit search results as well as some fundamentals on
solving the problem of returning the relevant results first. We’ll also uncover the
weaknesses inherent to common search techniques. This will set up the basis for the
discussion on what deep learning can be used for in the context of search. We’ll then
have a look at which tasks deep learning can help to solve and what are the practical
implications of its applications in the search field, so that we can get to understand what
we can expect and also what we can’t expect from neural search in real life scenarios.
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1.2 Retrieving useful information
In this section we’ll see how to retrieve search results that are relevant to users' needs.
This will give us the search fundamentals we need to start looking into how deep neural
networks can help us build innovative search platforms.
First question: what is a search engine ? It is a system, a program running on a
computer, that people can use to retrieve information. The main value of a search engine
is that while it ingests "data" it is expected to provide "information", this means that the
search engine should try to its best to make sense of the data it gets in order to provide
something that can easily consumed by its users. As users we rarely need lots of data
about a certain topic, we are often looking for a specific piece of information, probably
we would just need one answer, not hundreds or thousands of results to inspect.
When it comes to search engines we probably tend to think to Google, Bing, Baidu,
etc. as they’re among the biggest and most widely used ones because they provide access
to huge amounts of information coming from a lot of diverse sources. However some
smaller search engines focused on contents from a specific domain or topic exist out
there. These are often called vertical search engines because they only work on a
constrained set of document types or topics of the whole set of contents that is online
nowadays. They have a great importance too as they are often able to provide more more
precise results on "their" data as they have been taylored on those specific contents. This
usually allows us to retrieve more fine grained results with a higher accuracy (think of
searching for an academic article on Google vs using Google Scholar). For now we won’t
go into the details of what accuracy means: in this case we are talking about the general
concept of accuracy of an answer to an inquiry, however accuracy is also the name of a
well defined measure used to evaluate how good and precise an information retrieval
system results are. We’ll make no distinction at this point on the sizes of data and user
base as all of the concepts that follow apply to most of the existing search engines.
Key responsibilities of a search engine usually involve:
indexing: ingesting and storing data efficiently so that it can be retrieved fast
querying: providing a retrieval functionality so that search can be performed by an end
user
ranking: presenting and ranking the results according to certain metrics as to best satisfy
users' information needs

A key point in practice is also efficiency, if it takes us too much time to get the
information we are looking for, it’s likely we’ll switch to another search engine next
time.
But how does a search engine work with pages, books and similar kinds of text they
are used for? In the next sections we’ll get to know:
how big chunks of text are split into smaller pieces for the search engine to be able to
take a given query and quickly retrieve a document
basics of how to capture the importance and relevance of search results, for a particular
query
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Let’s start with the fundamentals of information retrieval (indexing, querying and
ranking). Before diving into that we’ll have to understand how big streams of texts end
up in a search engine, that is very important because this topic has an impact on the
search engine capabilities of searching fast and provide sensitive results.

1.2.1 Text, tokens, terms and search fundamentals
If you put yourself in the librarian’s shoes receiving an inquiry for books related to a
certain topic, how would you be able to say that one book contains information about a
certain topic ? How would you know if a book contains a certain word ?
Extracting the categories a certain book belongs to (high level topics like artificial
intelligence, deep learning, etc.) is different than extracting all the words contained in the
book. For example, categories make searching for a book about artificial intelligence
easier for a newbie because no prior knowledge of AI specific techniques or authors is
required, a user will just go to the search engine website and start browsing between the
existing categories and look for something that is close enough to the topic of artificial
intelligence.
On the other hand for an AI expert knowing whether a book contains the words
"gradient descent" or "backpropagation" allows finding results which contain finer
grained information about certain techniques or problems in the field of artificial
intelligence.
Humans generally have a very hard time in remembering all the words contained in
book, although we can quite easily say a book’s topic by reading a few paragraphs from
the book or even from looking at the preface or foreword. Computers tend to behave the
opposite instead: they can easily store large amounts of text and "remember" all the
words contained in millions of pages so that they can be used while searching, on the
other hand they are not so good at extracting information that is implicit, scattered or not
directly formulated in a given piece of text, like which category a book belongs to. For
example a book about neural networks may never mention "artificial intelligence" (while
it would probably refer to machine learning) however it would still belong to the broad
category of books about artificial intelligence.
Let’s first have a look at the task computers can do well already: extracting and
storing text fragments (also known as terms) from streams of text. You can think of this
process, called text analysis, as breaking down the text of a book into all its constituent
words. You can imagine to have a tape where the contents of a book are written in a
stream one after the other and have a machine (the text analysis algorithm) where you
insert such tape as input and you receive many pieces of such tape as output, each of
those output pieces will contain a word, or a sentence or a noun phrase (e.g. artificial
intelligence); you may realize that some of the words that were written on the input tape
have been eaten by the machine and not outputted in any form.
Since the final units to be created by the text analysis algorithm may be words but
also group of words / sentences or even portions of words, we generally refer such
fragments as terms. You can think of a term as the fundamental unit that a search engine
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uses to store the data and, consequently, retrieve it.
That’s the basis of one of the most fundamental forms of search, keyword search: a
user types a set of words and expects the search engine to return all the documents that
contain some or all of such terms. This is how web search started tens of years ago and,
despite many search engines nowadays are much "smarter", many users keep composing
queries based on keywords they expect search results to contain. In fact we’re about to
learn how the text entered by a user into a search box makes the search engines return
some results. We call a query this text the user entered to search for something; although
it’s just text, it conveys and encodes what the user needs and how such user manages to
turn its possibly abstract need (e.g. I want to learn what artificial intelligence is) in a way
that is concise but still enough descriptive of its need (e.g. books about artificial
intelligence).
So if, as a user, you want to find documents which contain the word "search" how
would the search engine return such documents?
A not-so-smart way of doing that could be to go over each document’s content from
the beginning and scan it until they find a match. However it would be very expensive to
perform such text scans for each query, especially with many large documents; in fact:
a lot of documents may not contain the word 'search' and therefore it would be a waste of
computation resources to scan through them
even for the documents containing the word 'search', such word may occur towards the
end of the document, requiring the search engine to "read" through all the preceding
words before finding a match for 'search'

We have a match or a hit when one or more terms that are part of a query are found in
a search result.
We need to find a way to make this retrieval phase get computed fast. One
fundamental method to accomplish that is to break down sentences like "I like search
engines" into smaller units, in this case ["I", "like", "search", "engines"], this is a
requisite for an efficient storage mechanism called inverted indexes, which we’ll cover in
the next section. A text analysis program is often organized as a pipeline, a chain of
components each of which takes the previous component’s output as its input. Such
pipelines are usually composed by building blocks of two types:
tokenizers: components that break a stream of text up into words, phrases, symbols, or
other units called tokens
token filters: components that accept a stream of tokens (from a tokenizer or another
filter) and can modify, delete or add new tokens

The output of such text analysis pipelines is a sequence of consecutive terms, like in
the image below.

Figure 1.4 Getting the words of "I like search engines" using a simple text analysis
pipeline
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We have learned that text analysis is useful for performance reason to build fast
search engines, however another equally important aspect is that they control how
queries and the text to be put into the index match. Often they are used to filter some
tokens that are not considered useful or needed for the search engine. For example, a
common practice is to avoid storing very common terms like articles or prepositions into
the search engine, because those words exist in most of text documents in languages like
English and you usually don’t want a query to return everything you have in the search
engine, because that would not give much value to the user. In such cases you can create
a token filter responsible for removing tokens like 'the', 'a', 'an', 'of', 'in', etc. while letting
all the other tokens flow out, as the tokenizer produces them. In this, simplistic, example:
the tokenizer will split tokens every time it encounters a whitespace character
the token filter will remove tokens that match a certain blacklist (also known as stopword
list)

In real life it’s very common, especially when setting up a search engine for the first
time, to build several different text analysis algorithms and try them out on the data we
want to put into the search engine. This allows us to visualize how content will be
handled by such algorithms, like which tokens get generated, which ones get eventually
filtered out, etc.. We’ve built our first text analysis chain (also called analyzer) and want
to make sure it works as expected and filters articles, prepositions, etc. Let’s try to pass a
first piece of text to our simplistic analyzer and submit the sentence the brown fox
jumped over the lazy dog to our pipeline; we expect articles to be removed. The
generated output stream will look like the graph below:

Figure 1.5 The traversed token graph

The resulting token stream has the tokens 'the' removed, as expected; you can see that
from the dotted arrows at the start of the graph and between nodes over and lazy. The
numbers besides the tokens represent the start and ending positions (in number of
characters) of each token. The important bit of the above example is that a query for 'the'
won’t match, because our analyzer has removed all such tokens and therefore they won’t
end up being part of the search engine contents. In real life text analysis pipelines are
often more complex, we will see some of them in the next chapters. Now that we have
learned about text analysis we’ll see how search engines store the text (and terms) to be
queried by end users.
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INDEXING

While the search engine needs to split text into terms for the sake of fast retrieval, end
users expect search results to be in the form of a "single unit", a document. Think to the
search results from Google, if you search for "books", you will receive a list of results,
each composed by a title, a link, a text snippet of the result, etc. Each of those results
contains the term "books" but what is shown is a document which has lot more
information and context than only the text snippet where the term matched. In practice
tokens resulting from text analysis are stored with a reference to the original piece of text
they belong to.
In fact this link between a term and a document makes it possible to:
match a keyword / search term from a query
return the referenced original text as a search result

This whole process of analyzing the streams of text and storing the resulting terms
(along with their referenced documents) in the search engine is usually referred to as
indexing.
The reason for such wording stands in the fact that terms are stored inside an inverted
index, a data structure which maps a term into the text which originally contained it.
Probably the easiest way to look at it is as the analytic index of an actual book, which
points each word to the pages where it’s mentioned, in the case of the search engine the
words are the terms and the pages are the original pieces of text.
From now on we’ll refer to the pieces of text to be indexed (pages, books) as
documents. In order to visualize how documents end up after being indexed let’s assume
we have the following two very similar documents:
1. the brown fox jumped over the lazy dog (document 1)
2. a quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog (document 2)

Assuming we use the text analysis algorithm defined above (white space tokenization
with stop words 'a', 'an', 'the') the below table shows a good approximation of an inverted
index containing such documents.
Table 1.1mInverted index table
Term

DOC Ids

brown

1,2

fox

1,2

jumped

1

over

1,2

lazy

1,2

quick

2

jumps

1

As you can see there’s no entry for the term 'the' because the stopwords based token
filter has removed such tokens. In the above table you can find the dictionary of terms in
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the first column and a posting list, a set of document identifiers, associated with each
term for each row. With inverted indexes retrieval of documents that contain a given term
is very fast: the search engine picks the inverted index, looks for an entry for the search
term and eventually retrieves the documents contained in the posting list. With the above
index, if you search for the term 'quick', the inverted index will return document no. 2 by
looking into the posting list corresponding to the term 'quick'. We’ve just gone through a
quick example of indexing text into a search engine.
Let’s think of the task of indexing books; books are composed by pages, their core
content, but they also have a title, an author, an editor, a publication year, etc. We cannot
use the same text analysis pipeline for everything, you would not want to remove 'the' or
'an' from a book title. A user knowing a book’s title should be able to find it by exact
matching it! If the text analysis chain removes in from the book title Tika in action, a
query for "Tika in action" won’t find it. On the other hand you may want to avoid
keeping such tokens for the book contents so you have a text analysis pipeline that is
more aggressive in filtering unwanted terms. If the text analysis chain removes in and the
from the book inception Living in the information age it should not be problematic
because it’s very unlikely that a user will search for "Living in the information age",
while he / she may search for "information age." In this case, there’s no or very little loss
of information there, but we get the benefits of having to store smaller texts and, more
important, improving relevance (we’ll talk about this in the next section). A very
common approach in real life is to have multiple inverted indexes that address indexing
of different parts of a document, all within the same search engine.
SEARCHING

Now that we have some content indexed in our search engine, we will look into
searching. Historically the first search engines allowed users to search with specific
terms, also known as keywords, and eventually some boolean operators which let the
users determine which terms must match, must not match or can match in the search
results. Most commonly a term in a query should match, but is not mandatory, if you
want search results which must contain such a term you must add the relevant operator,
e.g. a + in front of the term. A query like +deep learning for search_ would require
results that both contain _deep_ and _learning_ and optionally contain _for_ and
_search_. It's very common also to allow users to specify they need entire phrases to
match, instead of single terms. That allows users to search for an exact sequence of
words instead of single terms. The previous query could be rephrased in _"deep
learning" for search, in order to return search results that must contain the sequence deep
learning and optionally the terms for and search.
It may sound surprising but text analysis is also very important during the search, or
retrieval, phase. Suppose you want to search for our book Deep learning for search on
top of the data we just indexed; assuming we have a web interface, you would probably
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type a query like "deep learning for search". The challenge for us in this retrieval phase
is to make it possible to retrieve the right book. The first thing that sits between a user
and a classic search engine UI is a query parser.
A query parser is responsible for transforming the text of the search query entered by
the used in a set of clauses which indicate which terms the search engine should look for
and how to use them when looking for a match in the inverted indexes. In the previous
query examples the query parser would be responsible for making sense of the + and "
symbols. Another widespread syntax allows you to put boolean operators among query
terms: deep AND learning. In this case, the query parser will give a special meaning to
the AND operator: terms at the left and right of it are mandatory. A query parser can be
thought as a function that takes some text and outputs a set of constraints to apply to the
underlying inverted index(es) in order to find results.
During indexing a text analysis pipeline is used to split the input text into terms to be
stored in the index; this is also called index time text analysis. Similarly text analysis can
be applied during search on the query in order to break the query string into terms; this is
therefore called search time text analysis.
A document is retrieved by the search engine when the search time terms match a
term in the inverted index referenced by that doc.

Figure 1.6 Index, search time analysis and term matching

The diagram above shows an index time analysis on the left, which is used to split a
document text into terms. These end up in the index, all referencing doc 1. The index
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time analysis is composed by a whitespace tokenizer and two token filters: the former is
used to remove unwanted stopwords (like the) while the latter is used to convert all the
terms into lowercase (e.g. Fox gets converted to fox). On the top right, the query lazy
foxes is passed to the search time analysis which splits tokens using a whitespace
tokenizer but filters using a lowercase filter and a stemming filter. A stemming filter
transforms terms by reducing inflected or derived words into their root form, this means
removing plural suffixes, ing form in verbs, etc., in this case foxes is transformed into fox
.
A common way to verify that indexing and search text analysis pipelines work as
expected is to follow these steps:
take sample content
pass the content to the index time text analysis chain
take sample query
pass the query to the search time text analysis chain
check the produced terms match

For example, it’s common to have stop word filters at indexing time because
performing the filtering then won’t have any performance impact on the retrieval phase.
However it may be possible to have other filters within either the indexing or search
phases. With index and search time text analysis chains and query parsing in place, we
can have a look at how the process of retrieving search results works.
We’ve learned one of the basic techniques at the core of every search engine: text
analysis (tokenization and filtering) allows the system to break down text into the terms
we expect our users to type at query time and place them into a data structure called an
inverted index, which allows efficient storage (space wise) and retrieval (time wise).
As users, however, we do not want to look into all the search results so we need the
search engine to tell us which ones are supposed to be the best. Now, you could be
wondering: what does the best mean? Is there a measure of how good a piece of
information is, given our queries? The answer is yes, we call such a measure relevance.
Ranking search results in an accurate way is one of the most important tasks a search
engine has to accomplish. In the next section we’ll have a brief look at how to address the
problem of relevance.

1.2.2 Relevance first
You now know how search engines retrieve a document, given a query. In this section
you’ll learn how search engines rank the search results so that the most important results
are returned first. This will give you a solid understanding of how common search
engines work.
Relevance is a key concept in search; it’s a measure of how much important a
document is with respect to a certain search query. As humans it’s often easy for us to tell
why certain documents are more relevant than others with respect to a query. So, in
theory, we could even try to extract a set of rules to represent our knowledge about
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ranking the importance of a document. But in practice such an exercise would probably
fail because:
the amount of information we have doesn’t allow us to extract a set of rules that is
applicable to most of the documents
documents in the search engine change a lot over time and it’s a huge effort to keep
adjusting the rules accordingly
documents in the search engine can belong to very diverse domains (e.g. in web search)
and it’s not possible to find a good set of rules which works for all types of information

One of the central themes in the field of information retrieval is to define a model that
doesn’t require a search engineer to extract such rules. Such a retrieval model should
capture the notion of relevance as accurately as possible. Given a set of search results, a
retrieval model will rank each of them: the more relevant the result, the higher its score.
Most of the time, as a search engineer, you simply won’t get perfect results by just
choosing a retrieval model; relevance is a capricious beast! In real life scenarios, you
may have to continuously adjust your text analysis pipelines, as well as the retrieval
model and possibly make some fine-grain tuning to the search engine internals. However,
retrieval models help a lot by providing a solid baseline to obtain a good relevance.
Probably one of the most commonly used information retrieval models is the Vector
Space Model 7. In this model, each document and query is represented as a vector. You
can think of a vector as an arrow in a graph; each arrow in VSM can represent a query or
a document. The closer two arrows are the more similar they are; each arrow’s direction
is defined by the terms which compose the query / document. In such vector
representation, each term has a weight (usually between 0 and 1), which tells how much
important that term is in that document / query with respect to the rest of the documents
in the search engine. Such weights can be calculated in various ways. At this point we
won’t go too deep into the details of how these weights are calculated; we’ll just mention
that the most common algorithm is called TF-IDF (term frequency inverted document
frequency). The basic idea behind TF-IDF is that the more frequently a term appears in a
single document (term frequency, or TF) the more important it is. At the same time, it
states that the more common a term is among all the documents, the less important it is
(inverted document frequency, or IDF). So in VSM, search results are ranked with
respect to the query vector, so documents appear higher in the results list (get a higher
rank/score) if they’re closer to such query vector.
Footnote 7mdl.acm.org/citation.cfm?doid=361219.361220

While VSM is an information retrieval model based on linear algebra, over the years
alternate approaches based on probabilistic relevance models have emerged. Instead of
calculating how near a document and a query vector are, a probabilistic model ranks
search results on an estimate of the probability that a document is relevant to a certain
query. One of the most common ranking functions for such models is called Okapi BM25
. We won’t dive into its details, however it has shown good results especially on not very
long texts.
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We’ll be looking into how neural search can help with addressing relevance in the
next chapters, but first we need to be able to measure it! A standard way of measuring
how well an information retrieval system is doing is to calculate its precision and recall.
Precision is the fraction of retrieved documents that are relevant. If your system has good
precision, your users will mostly find the best results they’re looking for at the top of the
list of search results. Recall is the fraction of relevant documents that are retrieved. If
your system has a good recall, your users will find all results that are relevant for them in
the search results, although they might not all be among the top ones.
As you may have noticed, measuring precision and recall requires someone to judge
how relevant the search results are. In small scenarios that’s an addressable task, however
the effort that is required makes it hardly doable for huge collections of documents. An
option to measure the effectiveness of your search engines is to use publicly available
datasets for information retrieval, like the ones from TREC 8 which contain lots of
ranked queries to be used for testing precision and recall.
Footnote 8mtrec.nist.gov/data.html

1.3 Unsolved problems
We’ve had a closer look at how a search engine works, in particular how it strives to
retrieve information that is relevant to the end user’s needs. But let’s take a step back and
try to look at the problem from the perspective of how, as users, we use search engines
every day. We’ll examine some of the problems that remain unresolved in many search
scenarios, in order to better understand which issues we can hope to solve with the help
of deep learning.
Filling a knowledge gap, as opposed to simply retrieving information, is a slightly
more complex topic. Let’s again take the example of going to a library because you want
to know about interesting recent research in the field of artificial intelligence. As soon as
you meet the librarian you have a first problem: how do you get the librarian to
accurately understand what you need and what would really be useful to you?
Although this sounds simple, the usefulness of a piece of information is hardly
objective, but instead is rather subjective based on contexts and opinions. You may
assume that a librarian has enough knowledge and experience and so you simply accept
that what is given to you is good. In real life you would probably go and talk to the
librarian in order to introduce yourself and share some information about your
background and the reason why you need something; that would allow the librarian to
use such context in order to:
exclude some books before even trying to search
discard some books after having found them
explicitly look into one or more sections which have a closer relation to your context (e.g.
coming from academia vs industry sources) while searching

You’ll be able to give a feedback on the books given to you by the librarian mostly
afterwards, although sometimes you could express concerns based on past experiences
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(e.g. you don’t like books written by a certain author, so you advise the librarian to
explicitly not consider them). Both contexts and opinions can float very much and
consequently have influence on the relevance of a certain information over time and
among different persons. How does a librarian cope with this mismatch ?
You as a user may not know the librarian, or at least not well enough to understand
his/her context. The librarian’s background and opinions are important because they
influence the results you get. Therefore the better you understand the librarian, the faster
you’ll get your information. So you need to know your librarian in order to get good
results!
What if the librarian gives you a book about deep learning techniques in response to
your first enquiry about artificial intelligence ? If you don’t know the subject, you need
to make a second enquiry about an introduction to what deep learning is and if there’s
any good book about it in the library. This process can go on a number of times; the key
thing to understand here is that information is flowing incrementally; you just don’t
upload stuff into your brain like in The Matrix movie. Instead, if you want to know
something about AI, you may realise you need to know a bit of deep learning first, and
for that you discover you need to read something about calculus and linear algebra, and
so on. In other words, you don’t entirely know what you need when you start asking.
To sum up, getting the information you are looking for from the librarian has some
flaws, caused by these situations:
the librarian doesn’t know you
you don’t know the librarian
you may need a few iterations in order to get everything you need

It’s important to identify these issues here, because we want to use deep neural
networks to help us build better search engines that can be more easily leveraged by end
users and we’d like deep learning to help us fix those problems. Understanding these
problems is the first step toward resolving them.

1.3.1 Opening the search engine black box
Now let’s try to understand what the users can see of what the search engine is doing.
A crucial issue in creating effective search queries is which query language you use.
Some years ago, you entered one or more keywords in a search box to perform a query.
Nowadays, technology has evolved to the point where it allows you to type queries in
natural language. Some search engines index documents in multiple languages (e.g. for
web search) and allow querying consequently. If you try to search for the very same thing
expressing it with slightly different queries on Google, you’ll observe surprisingly
different results. Let’s try to google for latest breakthroughs in artificial intelligence and
some variants:
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Table 1.2mComparing similar queries
Query

1st Result Title

latest breakthroughs in artificial intelligence

Academic papers for 'latest breakthroughs in artificial intelligence'
(Google Scholar)

latest boosts in artificial intelligence

Google boosts artificial intelligence push with 2 top hires

latest boosts on artificial intelligence

Images related to 'latest boosts on artificial intelligence' (Google
Images)

latest breakthroughs in AI

Artificial Intelligence News—ScienceDaily

più recenti sviluppi di ricerca sull’intelligenza Intelligenza Artificiale (Wikipedia)
artificiale

While the first result of the first query is not surprising, changing the term
'breakthroughs' with one of its synonym ("boosts") produces a different result, which
seems to suggest that the search engine has a different understanding of the information
need: we were not looking into how Google is boosting AI! The third query gives a
surprising result: images! We have no real explanation for this. Changing 'artificial
intelligence' with its acronym AI led to a different, though still relevant, result. And when
we use the Italian translation of the original query, we get a completely different result of
the original query: a Wikipedia page about Artificial Intelligence, that seems quite
generic, given the fact that Google Scholar indexes papers in different languages.
Search engine ranking can float significantly, much like user opinions; although a
search engineer could optimize it to respond to a set of given queries, it’s very hard to
adjust scoring for the possibly tens or hundreds of similar queries. Often, performing
search is a trial and error process: you issue a first query and get too many results, you
issue a second query and still get too many, a third query might return trivial results
you’re not interested in. Expressing an information need using a search query is not a
trivial task. You often end up performing a bunch of queries just to get an high-level
understanding of what you think the search engine can do with them. It’s like trying to
look into a black box: you see just about nothing but try to make assumptions about what
happens inside. What does this quick search experiment tells us ?
In most of the cases users do not have the chance to understand what the search
engine is doing and, even worse, things change a lot depending on the way the user
expresses his/her information need.
Now that you understand how a search engine generally works (Section 1.2), and
learned about some important problems not completely solved yet in the search field
(Section 1.3), it’s time to meet deep learning and discover how it can help to solve or at
least mitigate these problems. To show how deep learning actually works, we’ll start with
a high-level overview of the capabilities of deep neural networks.

1.4 Deep learning to the rescue
So far we’ve gone through information retrieval themes that were needed to prepare our
journey through neural search. We’ll now start learning about deep learning (or DL)
which can help us create smarter search engines. This section will introduce you to basic
DL concepts.
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In the past, a key difficulty in computer vision (a field in computer science that deals
with processing and understanding visual data like pictures or videos), when working
with images, was that it was hardly possible to come with an image representation
containing information about the enclosed objects and visual structures. Deep learning
helped to fix this difficulty with the creation of a special type of deep neural network that
could learn image representation incrementally, one abstraction at a time, as shown in the
figure below.

Figure 1.7 Learning image abstractions incrementally

Deep learning is a subfield of machine learning which focuses on learning deep
representations of text, images or data in general by learning successive abstractions of
increasingly meaningful representations. It does that by using deep neural networks (see
a deep neural network with 3 hidden layers in the picture below).

Figure 1.8 A deep feed forward neural network with 3 hidden layers

At each step (or layer of the network), such deep neural networks are able to capture
increasingly more complex structures in the data. It is not by chance that computer vision
is one of the fields that fostered the development and research of representation-learning
algorithms for images.
Researchers have discovered that it makes sense to use such deep networks especially
on data that is highly compositional 9, which means that they can help immensely when
you can think of something as being formed by smaller parts of similar constituents.
Images and text are very good examples of compositional data, as one can divide them
into smaller units incrementally (e.g. text paragraphs sentences words).
Footnote 9mcbmm.mit.edu/publications/when-and-why-are-deep-networks-better-shallow-ones

Though there are many different ways a neural network can be architectured, neural
networks are commonly composed by:
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a set of neurons
a set of connections between all or some neurons
a weight (a real number) for each directed connection between two neurons
one or more functions that map how each neuron receives and propagates signals
towards its outgoing connections
optionally, a set of layers that group sets of neurons having similar connectivity in the
neural network

In the above figure we can identify 20 neurons organized in a set of 5 layers. Each
neuron within each layer is connected with all the neurons in the layers nearby (both the
previous and the following layers), except for the first (blue) and last (green) layers.
Conventionally, information starts flowing within the network from left to right, so that
the first layer which receives the inputs is called the input layer as opposed to the last
layer, called the output layer, which outputs the results of the neural network. The (red)
layers in between are called hidden layers.
Imagine that we could apply the same approach on text to learn representations of
documents that capture increasingly higher abstractions within a document. Deep
learning-based techniques exist for such tasks, and over time these algorithms are
becoming smarter and we can use them to extract word, sentence, paragraph, document
representations that can capture surprisingly interesting semantics. In fact, when using a
neural network algorithm to learn word representations within a certain set of text
documents, you’ll be able to see that closely related words lie near each other in the
vector space. Think about creating a point on a two dimensional plot for each word
contained in a piece of text and see how similar or closely related words lie close to one
another, that’s achieved by using a neural network algorithm for learning word
representations called word2vec.

Figure 1.9 Word vectors derived from papers on word2vec

You can notice that the words Information and Retrieval lie very close, similarly
word2vec and Skip-gram, terms that both relate to (shallow) neural network algorithms
used to extract word vectors, are near each other too.
One of the key ideas of neural search is to leverage such representations in order to
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improve the effectiveness of search engines. It would be very nice if we could have a
retrieval model that relies on word and document vectors (also called embeddings) with
the above capabilities, so we could calculate and leverage document and word
similarities very efficiently by looking at the "nearest neighbours".

Figure 1.10 A neural search application: using word representations generated by a deep
neural network to provide more relevant results

In this picture we can see that we use a deep neural network to create word
representations of the words contained in the indexed documents and we put them back
into the search engine as we’ll use them to adjust the search results.
In the previous section we’ve analyzed the importance of the context when compared
to the complexity of expressing and understanding information needs via text queries.
Deep representations of text are often built by using the context in which a certain word /
sentence / document appears in order to infer an appropriate representation.
Let’s look at the above example to briefly explain how deep learning algorithms can
help in getting better results with relevance. Let’s get back to the table comparing queries
and corresponding search results from the previous section and take the two queries latest
breakthroughs in artificial intelligence and latest breakthroughs in AI, assuming we’re
using the vector space model. In such models the similarity between queries and
documents can vary a lot based on the text analysis chain. However this problem doesn’t
affect vector representations of text generated with some recent neural network based
algorithm. So while we could have artificial intelligence and AI lie very far in a vector
space model, they will likely be placed very close when plotted using word
representations generated by neural nets. With such simple change, we added some
relevance boost to the search engine via more semantically grounded representations of
words.
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SIDEBAR

Deep learning vs deep neural networks
An important distinction has to be made: deep learning is mostly about
learning representation of word, text, documents, images in a deep fashion.
Deep neural networks, however, have a wider usage and are used, for
example, in language modelling, machine translation, and many others. In
this book we will make it clear when we use deep neural nets to learn
representations and when we’re using it for other purposes. Besides learning
representations, there are a number of information retrieval tasks that deep
neural networks can help to solve.

Before diving deeper into neural search applications, let’s a have a look at some
practical implications of making search engines and neural networks work together.

1.5 Index please meet Neuron
An artificial neural network can learn to predict outputs based on a training set
(supervised learning, in such collections each input is accompanied by its corresponding
correct output) or perform unsupervised learning (no information about correct outputs is
given) in order to extract patterns and / or learn representations. A search engine typical
workflow involves indexing and searching content, notably such tasks can happen in
parallel. Although this may sound like a technicality at this point, the way we integrate a
search engine with a machine learning algorithm and output model is important in
principle because it impacts neural search design effectiveness and performance. We can
have a super accurate system, but if it’s slow no one will care to use it !

1.5.1 Neural network training
In order to use its powerful capabilities of learning we need to train a neural net.
Training a network like the one shown in the previous section via supervised learning
means providing some inputs to the network input layer, comparing the network
(predicted) outputs with the known (target) outputs and letting the network learn from the
discrepancies between predicted and target outputs. Neural networks can easily represent
many interesting mathematical functions; that’s one of the reasons why they can have
very high accuracy. Such mathematical functions are governed by the connections'
weights and neurons' activation functions. A neural network learning algorithm takes the
discrepancies between desired and actual outputs and adjusts each layer’s weights in
order to reduce the output error in the future. If you feed enough data to the network it
will be able to reach a very small error rate and therefore perform really well. Activation
functions have an impact on the neural network capability to perform predictions and on
how quickly they learn.
The most famous neural network learning algorithm is called backpropagation. Given
desired and actual outputs, the algorithm backpropagates each neuron’s error contribution
and consequently adjusts its internal state on each neuron connections, one layer at a
time, from output to input. This is a very high level description of how backpropagation
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algorithm works, we’ll have a closer look at it when we are more familiar with neural
networks as we use them in the next chapters.
The states for each layer together with its activation functions define a machine
learning model for neural networks.
Now that we have a first understanding of how neural nets learn, we need to decide
how to plug into the search engine. Although design decisions can vary depending on the
purpose neural networks are used for, training usually needs:
a non trivial amount of time
a lot of data

For the these reasons we can identify a few high level solutions.
Search engines can receive data to be indexed continuously; since new content is
added, existing content is updated or even deleted. While it’s relatively easy and quick to
support this within the search engine, sometimes machine learning algorithms create
models that can’t be adapted quickly as data changes. Therefore it may be required to
perform training again from scratch for the model to stay consistent with the new data in
the search engine.
A good choice in such scenarios is to look for online learning algorithms that can
cope with data that changes without requiring training from scratch. When this is not
possible we can mitigate the inconsistency between indexed data and the neural network
model if we :
"unplug" the model from the prediction phase
"discount" the outputs of the neural network prediction by a certain rate, depending on
how much data we expect to be unconsistent
MODEL STORAGE

Search engine central data structures are inverted indexes; they contain: posting lists,
term dictionaries, information about term positions and other such data. A neural network
model can be composed by a matrix of hundreds of thousands rows/columns. If we don’t
store such a model within the index or somewhere on a disk we will need to retrain it
upon restart of the system; given the high cost of training this is usually discouraged.
In some cases, like in the previous example of using a neural network for learning to
rank, it’s very hard to find a correlation between any entity stored in the inverted index
and the learned model. On the other hand, for example, when learning representation of
words, the neural network model is usually composed of multiple sets of weights, so one
of these sets outlines a matrix where each row can be mapped to a word. So it makes
sense to relate word vectors to terms in the inverted index. That means we may decide to
"split" the machine learning model so that we store the word embedding together with its
term within the index.
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Table 1.3mInverted index table with word embeddings
Term

DOC Ids

word embedding

brown

1,2

[0.1,0.3,0.4]

fox

1,2

[0.9,0.3,0.1]

jumped

1

[0.2,0.2,0.4]

over

1,2

[0.4,0.2,0.4]

lazy

1,2

[0.5,0.1,0.1]

quick

2

[0.7,0.4,0.3]

jumps

2

[0.9,0.1,0.1]

Such "tricks" allow for efficient storage and retrieval of portions of the model on
demand and do not require additional infrastructures to maintain it.

1.5.2 The promises of neural search
Neural search is about integrating deep learning and deep neural networks into search at
different stages. Deep learning’s capability of capturing deep semantics within the
generated representations will allow us to obtain relevance models and ranking functions
that adapt well to underlying data. We’ll be able to learn image representations which
will give us surprising results in image search. Simple similarity measures like cosine
distance can be applied to learned representations to capture semantically similar words,
sentences, paragraphs, etc.; this has a number of applications like in the text analysis
phase or in recommending similar documents. At the same time, deep neural networks
can do more than "just" learning representations; they can learn to generate or translate
text or learn how to optimize search engine performance.
All the above sounds awesome, but beware that that you can’t just throw neural
networks at your search engine and expect it to be automagically perfect. Every decision
has to be taken in context and neural networks have some limitations too, including the
cost of training, upgrading models, and more. But applying neural search to your search
engine is a great way to make it better for your users. It also makes for a fascinating
journey for the search engineers, who get to explore the beauty of neural networks.
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1.6 Summary
Search is a hard problem: common approaches to information retrieval come with some
limitations and disadvantages, and both users and search engineers can have a hard time
making things work as expected.
Text analysis is an important task in search, for both indexing and search phases, because
it prepares the data to be stored in the inverted indexes and has a high influence on the
effectiveness of a search engine.
Relevance is the fundamental measure of how well the search engine responds to users'
information needs. Some information retrieval models can give a standardized measure
of the importance of results with respect to queries, but there is no silver bullet. Context
and opinions can float significantly among users, and therefore measuring relevance
needs to be a continuous focus for a search engineer
Deep learning is a field in machine learning that makes use of deep neural networks to
learn (deep) representations of content (text like words, sentences, paragraphs, but also
images) that can capture semantically relevant similarity measures.
Neural search stands as a bridge between search and deep neural networks with the goal
of using deep learning to help improve different tasks related to search.
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